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remaining wilfully aggro despite the dynamics and thrust of the arrangement, 2006s minutes to
midnight (the final few months of their brief split) was an incisive work. a tight, somber reflection of
its title, it featured a second crack at the mildly euphoric ballad with the unexpected and ultimately
powerful shadow of the day again revisiting the cheesy pop of hybrid theory. the flipside of this is
that when the album itself ran out of gas, it wasnt a million miles away from some of the songs on
minutes to midnight itself. it was almost as if they had run out of steam a month or so earlier than

they seemed to be demonstrating. the wait for meteora was, at times, a tortured experience for fans
of the band. having been so adamant about a final lp that did not emphasise the nu-metal they had
attempted to shed the last few years (merely slotting the odd rap track in), it was a possibility that

linkin park werent sure they wanted to take the final step. they were wrong in the end, and although
meteora was met with widespread acclaim, at times it was a tense, strained work. clocking in at a
lengthy 98 minutes, it never sounded like it was ever going to make it out of the block. that is, at

least until its second single. as the years have progressed, little niggles have come to dominate the
works that came after, but in the end transformed the band into a once-in-a-lifetime creative force.
in the end is the most honest and gut-wrenching linkin park album to date, a brave and vital move

that augurs well for their prospects as one of the most influential acts in the history of modern
music.
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and i say, im gonna let them know i know, im gonna put an
end to this whether linkin park were chasing the worlds best-

seller list or looking to escape the pressures of fame, they
always managed to craft songs that spoke for the world as
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they saw it. the follow up to meteora was arguably at its
most personal, with the bands final album taking a scythe

to the skeletons of their former selves, while the rest of the
band turned in increasingly engaging indie rock adventures.

as one of the key figures in creating nu-metal, linkin park
may have been the trailblazers in this scene for others to
follow in and its easy to dismiss them as something of a

gimmick, a genre that was most significantly birthed by a
niche. in fact, if you factor in that nu-metal started around

the turn of the decade, essentially as the result of a not
altogether unexpected backlash against grunge, then its

more useful to see lp as an essential cog in the progression
of music as a whole. its easy to see why nu-metal, as a

commercial force so far in the future, still receives derision,
but its also easy to see why its vital to the landscape of

modern rock. the band followed their third album, minutes
to midnight, up with one of the most highly-regarded

records of all time, meteora. easily their best, yet not on the
cusp of what was to come next. by then, the band had
already got used to the on-off attitudes of the record

industry and the grind of a stadium-sized live schedule.
meteora was so far removed from their first three records
its probably easier to pick out which lp they were and what

they sound like here than on hybrid theory, a welcome
change of pace. a veritable melting pot of sounds and

genres with every possible permutation met up to create a
tectonic shift in the lp sound. whereas minutes to midnight
had already begun to sound like a template, meteora was

an entirely different beast. 5ec8ef588b
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